ACTIONABLE! Leadership
Inspiring Practices That Drive Team Results

INSPIRE

RESULTS

"This was the best course I have taken to learn some practical
strategies for being a leader. The mix of lecture and insights,
along with the fun exercises made the points understandable.
David is a gifted instructor in leading the class.”
- Manager, HQ, JMC, U.S. Army

In tr od uction
This workshop is grounded in a simple premise, it’s hard to be seen as a leader if you can’t deliver results. Yet,
results are rarely achieved through the leader alone. Leadership is mustering follower support and it’s about how
we deliver results through others. Managers can no longer rely on formal authority alone to achieve results. To
be successful today, one must be able to inspire others to take action!
The word inspiration can evoke majestic or even magical imagery. Some argue that the ability to inspire others
cannot be learned, either you are either born with it or you are not. Yet, research shows that about only 30% of
one’s leadership capacity is inherit, while a full 70% can be learned. Therefore, anyone can increase his or her
inspirational leadership abilities. All it takes to become more effective is choosing to practice certain behaviors in
your life. This workshop is designed to help take some of the guesswork out of which behaviors best contribute
to one’s inspirational leadership capacity.

Th e Pr actices
Credibility – This practice is the foundation of your leadership ability because it affords you respect beyond formal
authority. Your credibility as a leader is largely a function of 1) consistently “walking your talk” 2) clearly communicating expectations to followers through communicating intent, and 3) trusting tasks are done but taking
the time to verify standards are being met.
Decisiveness - Waiting for clear confirmation that a decision is exactly right is a recipe for mediocrity and almost a
guarantee for eventual failure. That’s because individuals and organizations learn from making decisions,
even bad ones. Decisive leaders practice making decisions with limited information and avoid “The Four Desires that Degrade Decisiveness.”
Composure - Composure is a behavior that people respond to instantly. When a leader
exudes composure, they make us feel safe and we naturally want to follow them. Vice
versa, when they lack composure we second-guess them and question their leadership. Many believe composure is something that you are either born with or you are
not; a personality trait. This is completely false. Composure is not an innate gift that
enables an absence of fear in high-pressure situations, but rather the mindful management of that fear.
Resiliency – Leaders are "juggling more balls in the air" than ever before and many
can't ever seem to catch up with the pace of life. The impact is that balls end up
getting dropped, which leads to increased stress and, ultimately, to leader burn-out.
Many think that they can avoid this modern reality by simply learning to manage their
time more effectively. While better time-management is key, to properly address this
challenge we should take a more holistic approach. We must also look at how leaders
are managing their stress and energy levels.

Accountability – Mistakes and missed goals/objectives will happen in every organization. How a manager handles
this reality is critical for creating a true culture of accountability. The non-leader shields themselves from
responsibility and plays the blame game, while the leader seeks to identify how they personally contributed
to the failure. Rather than pointing fingers, they accept responsibility and solve problems.
Coaching – Almost every missed expectation is in some way related to a leader failing to provide proper feedback
and coaching. Thus, the best managers are strong coaches and they are particularly adept at difficult coaching
conversations like providing constructive feedback. While everyone likes to receive feedback differently,
there is a universal approach that can set a leader up for success. This module explores “The Five Pillars of
Constructive Feedback” model which reduces anxiety for the feedback giver, lowers defensiveness in the
receiver, and ultimately inspires change.

Trust – Vulnerability based trust is the foundation of any great team. Without it, a work group will continuously be
in conflict with one another as they all seek to get their individual needs met. Yet, once we open ourselves
up, find shared values, and build a real human connection, the sky is the limit as to what a team can collectively achieve.
Selfless Service - Nothing you do as a leader can help to inspire others more than putting the needs of others before self. The irony is, that when people truly believe you have their best interest at heart, they reciprocate
and make you successful as well. The best leaders are constantly inventorying people’s needs and then relentlessly working to serve their subordinates, peers, supervisor, and customer’s alike.

P

Tim e Fr ame
This workshop is primarily designed to be delivered over two
full-day sessions. However, as with all of our workshops, LGG
can customize the workshop to suit your needs. If time is a
concern, you can easily select the most imperative modules
and conduct a single day’s training or present the workshop
in two (one day) sessions. Following the live training event
experience, participants will then experiment with new skillsets in their positions and put their learning into action. It’s
recommended that sustainment training be conducted via
three webinar follow-up events (45 minutes each) and
should occur approximately 30, 60, and 90 days after the live
event in order to keep the leadership conversation going and
share lessons learned. In between webinars, program participants will also have unlimited email access to David Spungin
for leadership coaching purposes. Should participants have content application questions and/or request assistance with implementing new leadership behaviors, they may do so via email and a response will be delivered
within 24 hours of receipt.

Pr ogram Evaluation
At LGG, our priority is connecting our client’s leadership
development programs to tangible business results. During
the program delivery, we’ll be collecting feedback to measure results in three key categories:
Reaction: Are participants finding the course valuable and
relevant to their success?
Learning: Have beliefs and knowledge around leadership
evolved and expanded as a result of the course?

Implementation: Are participants able to consistently
demonstrate leadership behaviors as a result of the course?
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